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Sands Expo and Convention Centre
- 1.3million sqft of flexible convention and exhibition space spread over 5 floors

- 250 meeting rooms and 2,000 exhibition booths

- Can host up to 45,000 delegates at one time

- Features Southeast Asia’s biggest ballroom, accommodating up to 11,000 

people.



Sands Expo and Convention Centre

- 3 Sales teams further segmented into Expo, Association, Corporate, 

Convention, Incentive, Local Corporates, Weddings. 

- Some large Corporate events hosted include Young Presidents Organization 

(YPO), SIBOS, Tax Free World Association (TFWA), ITB Asia, Singapore 

International Water Week, DBS annual D&D etc.

- MICE Team also executes high profile events at such as Netflix Press 

Conferences, Marvel Avengers fan events, Sands Live Celine Dion concert. 



How It Led to the Start of Space 

Optimization
- Space was not governed by neutral party.

- Current revenue and space approval process lacked transparency.

- Unutilized space not released in a timely manner, resulting in loss of 

potential revenue and an unstable forecast.

- Need for a disciplined data driven approach to assess businesses.

- Need to align revenue and space approval process for all Sales teams.

- Need to remove space blocking authority from stakeholders.

- Buy-in and support from key stakeholders to apply revenue 

management concepts to function space is critical.



Space Optimization Change 

Journey

- Hiring of Function Space Revenue 

Manager in Jan-18.

- Conducted qualitative process to 

understand current environment, 

processes, pain points etc. 

- 25 page report with key 

observations and 

recommendations was presented 

to VP Mice, SVP Non Gaming Ops, 

Sales Directors.

Clarity of Current 

Environment 

- EBMS data clean up with support of VP 

MICE, instilling new SOPs for data 

management and system governance 

- Created dashboards showing seasonality 

demand and to discover opportunities 

- Started forecast for F&B and Rental 

revenue Q4 2018. 

- Hiring of Space Optimizer in Oct-18 to take 

over Space blocking in EBMS

System Clean Up, Data 

Integrity, Reporting



Space Optimization Change 

Journey

- Integration of RM and Space Op 

teams

- Rolled out of Space Approval form on 

18-Dec 2018 with 5 training sessions to 

Sales teams.

- Dynamic pricing now in place for 

2020 and beyond.

- Every piece of business regarding 

MICE is now approved by RM and 

Space Op teams, like rooms.

Automation and 

Dynamic Pricing
Forward Looking

- Online booking of Function Space

- Continuous audit process 

- Continuous study of segments that 

will drive right profitability when it 

come to different revenue streams of 

F&B, Rental, AV and technical 

services.

- Prepare for additional MICE space in 

Tower 4.
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Thank-you! 


